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122 ИНФОРМАЦИЯ

106 OMEGA AIR: Compressed air dryers

ADvANTAGES 

	Wide range of products to fit your need. 

 Robust and intuitive ready to use 
controller.

	Simple assembly and disassembly.

	Fast and reliable servicing.

	Adsorbent in cartridges

	Standard version includes coalescing pre-
filter and particle afterfilter

A-DRy sERIEs hEATLEss ADsORPTION DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

temp. operating range

flow rate

DESCRIPTION
A-DRY desiccant adsorption dryer has been 
designed to separate water moisture from 
compressed air thus reducing the dew point in 
the system. A-DRY is a range of products offering 
our customers a wide array of dried air solutions 
with volumetric flow rates ranging from 6 Nm3/h 
to 200 Nm3/h.

An innovative new design of A-DRY adsorption 
driers, developed with consideration of our 
customers, enables fast and reliable installation, 
use and servicing. Installation is simple with 
our ready to use controller while minimising 
the number of parts and motions required for 
assembly and disassembly makes servicing fast 
and reliable.

4 to 16 bar

-40°C (-25°C / -70°C)
1,5 to 50 °C

6 to 200 Nm3/h

OMEGA AIR представя нова 
производствена програма 
адсорбционни изсушители
Адсорбционните изсушители стават  все по-важни при произ-
водството на сгъстен въздух и се използват за редица прило-
жения в целия свят. Високото качество на сгъстения въздух е 
от особено значение за добрата работа на много индустриални 
производства. Новата серия адсорбционни изсушители допъл-
ват и завършват портфолиото продукти за обработка на сгъстен 
въздух. С представянето им OMEGA AIR предлага цялостна и 
оптимална гама компоненти за постигане отлично качество на 
компресираниявъздух.
•  Адсорбционни изсушители със студена регенерация (серии 

A-dry, B-dry, F-dry)
•  Модулни адсорбционни изсушители (серия X-dry)

•  Адсорбционни изсушители с топлинна регенерация (серия 
R-dry )

•  Адсорбционни изсушители за високо налягане (серия HP-dry )
•  Хибридни адсорбционни изсушители (Com-dry)

OMEGA AIRе  уверена, че с широката гама изсушители ще може 
да предостави правилното оборудване за всяко приложение 
навсякъде по света. 

При заявка, ЛД ООД ще реагира с бърза и навременна доставка 
от продуктовото портфолио на словенския производител.
http://www.ld-gmbh.com/

x-DRy sERIEs
hEATLEss REGENERATED  

MODULAR  ADsORPTION  DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

operating temp.range

flow rate

4 to 16 bar

-40°C (-25°C / -70°C)
1,5 to 50 °C

300 to 1050 Nm3/h

DESCRIPTION
X-DRY 300-1050 modular adsorption dryers are 
designed for continuous separation of water 
vapour from compressed air thus reducing dew 
point. Operation of dryer requires two columns 
operated alternately. 
Adsorption takes place under pressure in first 
column while second column regenerates with 
a portion of already dried compressed air at 
ambient pressure. 
A dryer consists of two columns, filled with 
desiccant beads, controller with LCD dicplay, 
valves, manometers, support construction and 
suitable filter housings with the required filter 
element. Proven robust design enables efficient 
and reliable operation, fast installation and 
simple maintenance.
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R-DRy sERIEs hEAT REGENERATED ADsORPTION DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

operating temp.range

flow rate

4 to 11 bar

-40 °C

1,5 to 50 °C

390 to 20.200 Nm3/h

DESCRIPTION
R-DRY 400 - 20000 adsorption dryers are 
designed for continuous separation of water 
vapour from compressed air thus reducing dew 
point. Operation of dryer requires two columns 
operated alternately. Adsorption takes place 
under pressure in first column while second 
column regenerates with a heated ambient air or 
purge.
  
A dryer consists of two columns, filled with 
desiccant beads, blower, heater, controller with 
LCD dicplay, valves, manometers, and support 
construction. Proven robust design enables 
efficient and reliable operation, fast installation 
and simple maintenance.
 

Protection class IP 54

Filter (inlet) super fine - 0,01 µm

Filter (outlet) dust filter; 1 µm

Column insulation optional

DRYER TYPE REGENERATION COOLING

BP blower, ambient air purge air

BvA blower, ambient air blower, vacuum air
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hP-DRy sERIEs
hIGh PREssURE hEATLEss  

REGENERATED ADsORPTION DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

operating temp.range

flow rate

50, 100, 250, 400 bar

-40°C 

1,5 to 50 °C

50 to 1600 Nm3/h

DESCRIPTION
HP-DRY adsorption dryers have been designed 
for continuous separation of water vapour 
from compressed air thus reducing dew point. 
Operation of the dryer requires two columns 
operated alternately. Adsorption takes place 
under pressure in the first column while the 
second column regenerates with a portion of 
already dried compressed air at ambient pressure. 

Dryers consists from control valves, controller 
with LED display and two columns filled with 
desiccant.  Springs in the columns make sure 
that the desiccant beads will not move during 
operation. Proven robust design enables efficient 
and reliable operation, fast installation and 
simple maintenance.
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B-DRy sERIEs hEATLEss REGENERATED ADs. DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

operating temp.range

flow rate

DESCRIPTION
B-DRY adsorption dryers are designed for 
continuous separation of water vapour from 
the compressed air thus reducing the pressure 
dew point. B-DRY series dryer consists of two 
columns, filled with desiccant beds, controller 
with LCD display, valves, manometers, support 
construction and suitable filter housings with 
the required filter element. Adsorption takes 
place under pressure in the first column while 
the second column regenerates with a portion 
of already dried compressed air at ambient 
pressure. 

When the first column is saturated to a certain 
level column switch-over is carried out and the 
process of adsorption continues in the second 
column without any drop of pressure at the 
outlet of the dryer. Regeneration of saturated 
desiccant is possible because a small portion of 
already dry compressed air is decompressed and 
when expanded it becomes extremely dry.  

This portion of extremely dry decompressed air 
also called “purge air” is then fed through the 
saturated column in the reverse flow direction in 
order to remove the adsorbed water molecules 
from the desiccant and release them back to the 
ambient.
 

4 to 16 bar

-40°C (-25°C / -70°C)
1,5 to 60 °C

110 to 1000 Nm3/h
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F-DRy sERIEs hEATLEss REGENERATED ADsORPTION DRyERs

APPLICATIONS
• compressed air systems

operating pressure

pressure dew points

operating temp.range

flow rate

4 to 16 bar

-40°C (-25°C / -70°C)
1,5 to 60 °C

1200 to 6500 Nm3/h

DESCRIPTION
F-DRY adsorption dryers are designed for 
continuous separation of water vapour from 
the compressed air thus reducing the pressure 
dew point. F-DRY series dryer consists of two 
columns, filled with desiccant beds, controller 
with LCD display, valves, manometers, support 
construction and suitable filter housings with 
the required filter element. Adsorption takes 
place under pressure in the first column while 
the second column regenerates with a portion 
of already dried compressed air at ambient 
pressure. 

When the first column is saturated to a certain 
level column switch-over is carried out and the 
process of adsorption continues in the second 
column without any drop of pressure at the 
outlet of the dryer. Regeneration of saturated 
desiccant is possible because a small portion of 
already dry compressed air is decompressed and 
when expanded it becomes extremely dry.  

This portion of extremely dry decompressed air 
also called “purge air” is then fed through the 
saturated column in the reverse flow direction in 
order to remove the adsorbed water molecules 
from the desiccant and release them back to the 
ambient.
  

A-dry

X-dry

B-dry

R-dry

F-dry

HP-dry

http://www.ld-gmbh.com/
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